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ABSTRACT
We report the X-ray pulsation of ∼ 173.3 ms for the “next Geminga”, PSR J1836+5925, with
recent XMM-Newton investigations. The X-ray periodicity is consistent wtih the γ-ray ephemeris
at the same epoch. The X-ray folded light curve has a sinusoidal structure which is different from
the double-peaked γ-ray pulse profile. We have also analysed the X-ray phase-averaged spectra
which shows the X-ray emission from PSR J1836+5925 is thermal dominant. This suggests the
X-ray pulsation mainly originates from the modulated hot spot on the stellar surface.
Subject headings: Gamma rays: general — pulsars: general — pulsars: individual (PSR J1836+5925) —
radiation mechanisms: non-thermal — radiation mechanisms: thermal — X-rays: general
1. Introduction
The launch of Fermi Gamma-ray Space Tele-
scope in 2008 provides the opportunity to examine
γ-rays emitted from compact objects, and 117 γ-
ray pulsars has been detected with the first three
years archival data (Abdo et al. 2013). Among all
the pulsars detected by Fermi, 36 were directly
found by the blind search in the γ-ray band and
34 of them were identified as radio-quiet with the
threshold of 30 µJy in radio flux density at 1400
MHz. The population of radio-quiet γ-ray pul-
sars is expanding due to the continuous accumu-
lation of Fermi data and the improvement of the
searching schemes (e.g., weightingH test-statistic;
Kerr 2011). This has imposed constraints on the
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pulsar emission geometry which suggests the ra-
dio emission and the γ-rays are not produced
in the same region of the pulsar magnetopshere.
While the radio emission is originated from the
cones emerged near the stellar surface, the pulsed
γ-rays are generally accepted to arise from the
outer magnetosphere (cf. Cheng & Zhang 1998;
Takata et al. 2006, 2008). The radio-quiet pul-
sars can be resulted from their different orienta-
tion of their radio beam and the observer’s line-
of-sight. Therefore, determining the emission ge-
ometry (e.g. magnetic inclination, viewing angle)
is important for a better understanding of their
properties. However, the lack of knowledge in the
phase relationship between the γ-ray light curves
and that in radio leads to an ambiguity in de-
termining which peak in the γ-ray light curves
is leading (see Trepl et al. 2010 for a more de-
tailed discussion). Therefore, pulsation searches
in the other wavelengths, in particular in X-ray,
are needed.
Only four of them have the X-ray pulsation
detected so far (Halpern & Holt 1992; Lin et al.
2010; Lin et al. 2013; Marelli et al. 2014). For
those pulsars whose periodicities can only be de-
tected in both X-ray and γ-ray bands are usually
classified as Geminga-like pulsars with Geminga
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(i.e. PSR B0633+17) as the prototypical example
of this class (Halpern & Holt 1992; Bertsch et al.
1992). X-ray pulsations of three other known
Geminga-like pulsars, PSR J0007+7302 (Lin et al.
2010; Caraveo et al. 2010), PSR J2021+4026
(Lin et al. 2013) and PSR J1813-1246 (Marelli
et al. 2014) were subsequently discovered. Ex-
cept for PSR J1813-1246 which has a very hard
non-thermal dominant X-ray spectrum, the phase-
averaged spectrum of other three Geminga-like
pulsars have multicomponent which consists of a
non-thermal contribution and at least one thermal
component (Caraveo et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2010,
2013; Caraveo et al. 2010). The pulse profiles
in X-ray and γ-ray are dissimilar with an obvi-
ous offset (Caraveo et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2010,
2013). This suggests the pulsed emission in
these two regimes are originated from different
regions. While the aforementioned three pul-
sars have similar X-ray/gamma-ray properties, we
note that the derived paramaters (e.g. character-
istic age, magnetic field and spin-down power) of
PSR J0007+7302 and PSR J2021+4026 are rather
different from Geminga.
On the other hand, the X-ray counterpart of
3EG J1835+5928, RX J1836.2+5925, identified
by Mirabal et al. (2000) and Mirabal & Halpern
(2001) has been considered as the “next Geminga”
for a long time because of the lack of radio de-
tection (a flux density of the radio observation
at a frequency of 1.4 GHz < 3µJy; Abdo et al.
2010), the similar spectral behavior and γ-ray lu-
minosity to Geminga (Halpern et al. 2002). The
γ-ray pulsation of this source was finally detected
by Abdo et al. (2009), and it was classified as a
middle-aged pulsar (∼ 1800 kyr) that is similar
to Geminga. The surface magnetic field (∼ 5 ×
1011 G) and the spin-down power (∼ 1.2×1034 erg
s−1) of PSR J1836+5925 is about 1/3 to those
of Geminga although its spin efficiency to con-
vert γ-rays is about one order of magnitude higher
(Abdo et al. 2010). However, the lack of the pulsa-
tion detected in other wavelengths does not allow
us to compare the emission properties at different
energies. Therefore, periodicity searches at other
energies, particularly in X-ray band, are require
to constrain its high energy emission properties
and enable us to compare its nature with other
Geminga-like pulsars. The X-ray pulsation have
been long sought for this target (Halpern et al.
2007; Abdo et al. 2010). However, no positive de-
tection has been reported yet.
Using the archival XMM-Newton data of
PSR J1836+5925, we have performed a detailed
temporal and spectral analysis observations. In
this Letter, we report the results from this inves-
tigation. In particular, we report the discovery of
the X-ray pulsations from PSR J1836+5925 for
the first time.
2. Observations and data analysis
The latestXMM-Newton observations of PSR J1836+5925
were on 2013 February 14 and 16 (hereafter 0214
and 0216) have a total exposure of ∼ 44 and 39 ks
(Obs. ID: 0693090101 and 0693090201; PI: Pavlov
G.). During these observations, the satellite was
pointed to RA=18h36m13.75s Dec=+59◦25
′
30.3
′′
(J2000), which is the timing position of the γ-ray
ephemeris determined by Abdo et al. (2010). In
both observations, MOS1/2 CCDs were operated
in full-window mode and PN CCD was operated
in small-window mode with a temporal resolu-
tion of ∼5.7 ms which enables us to search for
X-ray pulsations. We reprocessed all the raw data
with the tasks emchain and epchain in XMM-
Newton Science Analysis Software (XMMSAS
version 13.5.0). For a rigorous analysis, we have
excluded those events next to the edges of CCDs
and bad pixels, which may have incorrect energies.
The good events with “PATTERN” for MOS1/2
were selected in range of 0-12 to include single to
quadruple pixel events, and those for the PN in the
range 0-4 to include only single and double events.
In our analysis, we only consider the events in the
energy range of 0.2− 12 keV. We also noted that
all investigations have been contaminated by the
X-ray background flare. After removing all events
which are potentially contaminated, the effective
exposures were found to be 41.1 ks, 41.3 ks and
41.4 ks for MOS1, MOS2, PN observed on 0214
and 32.3 ks, 32.2 ks and 32.8 ks for MOS1, MOS2,
PN observed on 0216, respectively. We deter-
mined the position of PSR J1836+5925 in each
dataset with the XMMSAS task edetect chain.
2.1. Timing analysis
For searching X-ray pulsations from PSR J1836+5925,
we utilized the PN data obtained in both ob-
servations. Its nominal X-ray position in 0214
2
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Fig. 1.— Detection of X-ray pulsation on PSR
J1836+5925. The periodogram of Rayleigh-test in the fre-
quency range of 5.76-5.78 Hz. The independent trial in the
search corresponds to the Fourier resolution of this obser-
vation (i.e. ∼ 4.76× 10−6 Hz).
adn 0216 are R.A.=18h36m13s.68, decl.=+59◦
25′30′′.72 (J2000) (with the uncertainty ∼ 0′′.5)
and R.A.=18h36m13s.92, decl.=+59◦25′29′′.64
(with the uncertainty ∼ 0′′.7). Within the statisi-
cal uncertainties, they are consistent to the po-
sition determined by Chandra/ACIS (Advanced
CCD Imaging Camera), Chandra/HRC (High
Resolution Camera) (Halpern et al. 2002, 2007)
and the γ-ray timing position determined in
Abdo et al. (2010). Since Chandra/HRC provides
the most accurate positional determination, we
adopted the position determined by this instru-
ment, R.A.=18h36m13s.674, decl.=+59◦25′30′′.15
(J2000) for the barycentric correction. Events
within a circular region of a 20′′ radius centered
at this position which corresponds to an encircle
energy function of∼ 76% were extracted. We have
992 counts on 0214 and 806 counts on 0216 avail-
able for the timing analysis. We then corrected
the photon arrival times to Barycentric Dynam-
ical Time (TDB) with the aforementioned X-ray
position and JPL Solar System ephemeris DE 405
using the XMMSAS task of barycen.
We noted that the γ−ray timing position of
PSR J1836+5925 in the available ephemerides
has a small offset from our adopted X-ray po-
sition. For consistency, we constructed a new
local ephemeris of this pulsar to cover the epoch
of these recent XMM-Newton investigations (i.e.
Table 1: Local ephemeris of PSR J1836+5925 derived
from LAT data which brackets the latest XMM-Newton
observations on MJD 56337.45 and MJD 56339.44. The
numbers in parentheses denote errors in the last digit.
Pulsar name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PSR J1836+5925
Valid MJD range . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56147.8—56522.2
Right ascension, α . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18:36:13.674
Declination, δ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +59:25:30.15
Pulse frequency, f (s−1). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.7715448470(3)
First derivative of pulse frequency, f˙ (s−2) . −5.002(3) × 10−14
second derivative of pulse frequency, f¨ (s−3) −1(1) × 10−23
Epoch of frequency determination (MJD) . . 56338
Solar system ephemeris model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DE405
Time system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TDB
∼MJD 56338). We used the Fermi Science Tools
v9r27p1 package to perform the data reduction.
We obtained the Fermi LAT data in the energy
range of 0.1-300 GeV within a circular region of
interest (ROI) with a 0.8◦ radius from the decided
X-ray position of PSR J1836+5925. We used
Pass 7 data and selected events in the “Source”
class (i.e. event class 2). Only a data span of
∼ 1 year, which brackets the epoch of two recent
XMM-Newton observations, were considered to
avoid accumulated effects due to the timing noise
propagated from a long-term data. We also ex-
cluded the events with zenith angles larger than
100◦ to reduce the contamination by the Earth
albedo γ-rays. For determining the pulse times
of arrivals (TOAs), we built a template with
the latest ephemeris reported by Fermi collab-
oration 1 by means of Gaussian kernal density
estimation (KDE). We have obtained 25 TOAs
by cross-correlating the template with the un-
binned geocentered data. Each event was as-
signed to a phase according to the KDE model.
With the position fixed at that determined by
Chandra/HRC (Halpern et al. 2007), we fitted
the TOAs with TEMPO2 (Hobbs et al. 2006;
Edwards et al. 2006) to obtain a timing solution
for PSR J1836+5925 that includes a spin fre-
quency (f), a spin-down rate (f˙) and a second
derivative of frequency (f¨). The results are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Using the γ−ray ephemeris which is contem-
1https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/GLAMCOG/LAT+Gamma-
ray+Pulsar+Timing+Models
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poraneous with recent X-ray observations, we can
compare temporal properties in both regimes. We
directly folded up the PN data with the spin pa-
rameters in Table 1. For the data in 0.2-12 keV,
the random probability to yield the X-ray pulsa-
tion of 5.7715448470(3) Hz at epoch of MJD 56338
is ∼ 3.6 × 10−7 (H test-statistic (TS) = 37.1)
with a single harmonic (de Jager & Bu¨sching
2010). We have also computed the periodogram
of Rayleigh-test in the frequency range 5.76-5.78
Hz which is shown in Figure 1. It clearly shows
an X-ray periodic signal at 5.771545(5) Hz with
Z21 = H TS = 39.5. The quoted error of the
frequency corresponds to the Fourier resolution
of this observation (Leahy 1987). This is con-
sistent with the pulse frequency in γ-ray regime.
To compare the pulse profiles between X-rays and
γ-rays, we folded all the photons extracted from
XMM-Newton observations and those obtained
from Fermi observations within MJD 56150–56520
in accordance with the γ−ray ephemeris Table 1.
We also divided the obtained X-ray events into
three different energy bands, which are similar
to the studies of three other Geminga-like pul-
sars (Caraveo et al. 2004, 2010; Lin et al. 2013).
The phase-aligned folded light curves at differ-
ent energy ranges are shown in Fig. 2. For the
X-ray light curves, we have subtracted the back-
ground sampled from a nearby circular region with
a radius of 20” centered at R.A.=18h36m20s.752,
decl.=+59◦26′07′′.92 (J2000). The X-ray pulsa-
tion can be firmly detected in the soft X-ray
band (H TS=23.6 with a random probability of
∼ 7.9×10−5) and marginally found in the medium
X-ray band (H TS=11.6 with a random probabil-
ity of ∼ 9.7 × 10−3). Nevertheless, the signifi-
cance is too low for claiming the detection in the
hard band (H TS=4.0 with a random probability
of 0.2), which can be ascribed to the small photon
statistic.
2.2. Spectral analysis
Because our adopted data have the total expo-
sures of more than 80 ks, this enables us to place
a tighter constraint on the X-ray spectral proper-
ties of PSR J1836+5925 than the previous inves-
tigations (Halpern et al. 2002; Abdo et al. 2010).
We extracted the spectra of PSR J1836+5925
from a circle with a radius of 20′′ centered at its
nominal position in each EPIC data. The back-
Fig. 2.— Folded light curves of PSR J1836+5925 in dif-
ferent energy ranges. Each panel shows the pulse profile of
12 bins in the energy band specified in the legend. The
epoch/phase zero of all the profiles were determined at
MJD 56338 shown in Table 1.
ground spectra were sampled from a nearby circu-
lar source-free region with a radius of 20′′ in indi-
vidual dataset. We generated the response matri-
ces and ancillary response files with the XMMSAS
task rmfgen and arfgen. Since the X-ray emission
from PSR J1836+5925 is relatively soft, we consid-
ered X-ray spectral fits in the energy range of 0.2–
5 keV. We grouped each spectrum so as to have a
minimum of 15 counts in each bin. We have exam-
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ined each dataset individually and found that the
inferred parameters are consistent within the tol-
erance of the uncertainties. In order to optimize
the photon statistics, we fitted all the EPIC data
obtained in these two observations simultaneously.
The errors of the spectral parameters quoted in
this Letter are in 1σ for 2 parameters of interest
(i.e. ∆χ2 = 2.30 above the minimum) for single
component models and in 1σ for 4 parameters of
interest (i.e. ∆χ2 = 4.72 above the minimum) for
multi-component models.
For the tested single component models (i.e.
power-law and backbody), none of them can re-
sult in a statistically reasonable fit (with reduced
χ2 > 1.5). It may indicate that the X-ray emis-
sion of PSR J1836+5925 comprises more than one
spectral component. Therefore, we proceeded to
fit the data with multicomponent spectral models.
We have found that the spectrum can be described
by an absorbed blackbody plus power-law model.
We firstly attempted to perform the fitting with all
parameters to be free, which yields a column ab-
sorption of nH < 8.5× 10
19 cm−2, a photon index
of Γ = 1.8± 0.3, a power-law model normalization
of 6.0+1.3
−1.2 × 10
−6 photons keV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 1
keV, a blackbody temperature of kT = 62+11
−10 eV
with a emission radius of R = 1.32+2.37
−0.55 km at
800 pc. This results in a desirable goodness-of-fit
(χ2 = 90.46 for 85 d.o.f.).
As the column absorption cannot be prop-
erly constrained, we also fitted the data with
nH fixed at total Galactic HI column density of
4×1020 cm−2 in the direction of PSR J1836+5925
(Kalberla et al. 2005). This yields the best-
fit parameters of Γ = 2.1 ± 0.3, a power-law
model normalization of (7.1 ± 1.4) × 10−6 pho-
tons keV−1 cm−2 s−1 at 1 keV, kT = 45+10
−8 eV
and a blackbody radius of R = 6.3+7.8
−3.4 km. The
corresponding goodness-of-fit is χ2 = 101.8 for 86
d.o.f. which is statistically acceptable. The best-
fit model and the observed spectra are shown in
Figure 3.
We have also considered the spectral fit with a
dual blackbody model. However, the goodness-of-
fit yielded (χ2 = 109.3 for 85 d.o.f.) by this model
is worse than the power-law plus blackbody model.
Fixing the nH at the Galactic HI value does not
result in any improvement of the fitting.
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Fig. 3.— The phase-averaged X-ray spectra of
PSR J1836+5925 as observed by XMM-Newton
(MOS 1:cyan; MOS 2:yellow; PN:green) and si-
multaneously fitted to an absorbed power-law plus
blackbody model. The best-fit model for the
thermal (red-dashed line) and non-thermal (blue-
dashed line) components are illustrated separately.
3. Discussion
In this Letter, we report the discovery of X-
ray pulsations from PSR J1836+5925. We found
that the pulsed events both contribute in soft and
medium bands (0.2–2 keV). On the other hand, no
indication of pulsation in the hard band (>2 keV)
has been found in our investigation. The X-
ray and γ-ray pulsation from PSR J1836+5925
have significantly different behavior. The pulsed
γ-rays have a structure of relatively sharp dou-
ble peaks which are presumably originated from
the curvature radiation emitted from the pair cre-
ation region in the magnetosphere. The spin pe-
riod of P = 173 ms and the characteristic age of
τ = 1.8 Myr suggest PSR J1836+5925 as a ma-
ture pulsar. Assumming the emission is isotropic,
the GeV gamma-ray efficiency of PSR J1836+5925
is η = (Lγ/E˙) × 100% = 180 ± 1
+200
−100% (second
Fermi pulsar catalog; Abdo et al. 2013), where
E˙ is the spin down power. The first uncer-
tainty of η comes from the statistical uncertain-
ties in the spectral fit and the second is due to
the distance uncertainty (Abdo et al. 2013). This
high efficiency of the GeV emission is similar to
5
η = 97.4 ± 0.3+300
−50 % of typical mature pulsar —
Geminga, if one assumes a 4pi solid angle. Consid-
ering the possible overestimated distances and/or
the beaming factor, the aforementioned conversion
efficiencies can be overestimated. Taking the more
realistic parameters into account, this might result
in an efficiency η < 100%.
In order to compare with Geminga, therefore,
we discuss the origin of the X-ray emission of
PSR J1836+5925. In the soft band (see Fig 2),
the light curve is essentially sinusoidal which sug-
gests the X-ray pulsation is mostly originated from
the modulation of the heated polar cap. This is
consistent with the presence of a blackbody com-
ponent inferred from the spectral fit.
To account for the power-law component, we
discuss it in the context of the outergap model
(Cheng & Zhang 1998). According to this model,
the non-thermal component of a canonical pulsar
is synchrotron emission from the relativistic e−/e+
in the outer magnetospheric gap (Takata et al.
2006, 2008) with a week absorption. The pho-
ton index is expected to be in the range of 1.5–2.0
which is consistent with the best-fit value. For the
light curve in 0.7-2 keV, its profile is apparently
different from that in 0.2-0.7 keV which might sug-
gests a different origin. In examining the relative
flux contributions by the thermal and non-thermal
component, we found that while the non-thermal
flux takes ∼ 15% in 0.2-0.7 keV its contribution is
> 99% in 0.7-2 keV (see also Fig. 3). This suggests
that X-ray pulsations seen in 0.2-0.7 keV and 0.7-
2 keV might have different origin. However, the
small photon statistics in the medium band pre-
cludes any firm conclusion. To better character-
ize the X-rays from PSR J1836+5925 in different
energy bands, a deeper observation is certainly re-
quired. With a larger number of photons detected,
we can also perform a phase-resolved spectroscopy
to investigate how do the spectral properties vary
across the rotational phase which will provide im-
portant inputs for a physical modeling of the pul-
sar.
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